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Let R be a ring with identity element and (i?)7 the ring of column-finite
matrices over R with infinite degree /. N. Jacobson proposed to determine the
Jacobson radical J((R)i) of (i?)7 in his book [5]. Many algebraists have been
working on this problem. P.M. Patterson [8], N.E. Sexauer and J.E. Warnock
[9] showed /((#),)=(/(#)), if and only if J(R) is right Γ-nilpotent (cf. [4],
Corollary 1 to Proposition 1). On the other hand, W. Liebert [6] gave an
exact form of J^R)^ if R is domain and R. Slover [10,11] and R. Ware and
J. Zelmanowitz [12] obtained an exact form of elements in J((R)r), which
involved all results above.
In this note, we shall first give all types of small submodules in a free Rmodule M = 2 θ « Λ Λ . Since J((R)i) is determined by small submodules in
M, we can obtain their results similarly to [12] and give another forms by means
of locally, right semi-T-nilpotent sets of small submodules.
Finally, we shall give a characterization of right perfect module P by means
of a structure of (S)I/J((S)I)y where S=ΈndR(P).
1 Jacobson radicals
Throughout we shall assume that R is a ring with identity element and
every module is a unitary right i?-module. Let A be an i?-module and B a
submodule of A B is called small in A if a fact: A=B-\-T for a submodule T
of A implies A=T.
Let {MJ z be a set of R-modules and M = 2 © M Λ . We
put SM=Έnd#(M).
We assume the elements in SM operate on M from the left
side. Furthermore, we can express them as the column-summable matrices
with entries in Homi?(Mσ, M τ ). If Mσ=R for all σ, SM is the ring (R)τ of
column-finite matrices over R.
Let M = 2 φ w Λ i ? and S a small submodule in M. Then S^
In order to determine a type of S, we shall define a set of right semi-Tnilpotent, right ideals. Let {Aα} κ be a set of right ideals in R and K an
infinite set. If {AΛ}K satisfies the following condition, we call {Aα}κ a right
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semi-T-nϊlpotent set, (see a vanishing set of ideals in [12]).
For any countable subset {^4rt|}Γ=i of {Aa}κand {a{\ e^4rt.}7-i, there exists n,
depending on {a{}y such that anan.1"-a1=0.
Let {b^x be a set of elements in R. If {b(TR}κ is a right semi-jΓ-nilpotent
set, we call {δσ}# a right semi-T-nilpotent set. If we allow a{=aj for iΦj, we
call {Aa} or {όΛ} a rz^/tf T-nilpotent set. If Aa=A for all α, then the above
concept coincides with one of the usual T-nilpotency.
If if is a finite set, we understand Aa=0 for almost all α, then {A^ κ is always
a semi-T-nilpotent set, but not a T-nilpotent set. Now, we shall state the
theorem which is substantially due to [12].
Theorem 1 ([12], Theorem 1). Let M=^®uaR

be a free R-module with

infinite basis ua and S a submodule of M. Then the following statements are
equivalent.
1) Sis small in M.
2) Let pa: M->uaR be the projection of M onto uaR and Aa=ρa(S).
Then
AΛ<^J(R) and {Aa}7 is a right semi-T-nilpotent set.
3) There exists a right semi-T-nilpotent set {^4^}/ of right ideals in J(R) such
We shall prove Theorem 1 in more general forms. First, we shall generalize the concept of right semi-Γ-nilpotent set of right ideals. Let {Qa} ι be an
infinite set of i?-modules and {Sβ\ <Ξ^Qβ}β<=Kcr an infinite set of i?-submodules.
We take a countable subset {Qai} of {Q<»}κ and a set of homomorphisms
fii QΛi-+QΛi+1 such that/,(£„.)cS^.^. If for any element t in Q^ there exists
n, depending on t and {/f}, such that fnfn-λ " fi(t)=O, then we call {/f } a locally
(semi)-Γ-nilpotent set of homomorphisms. If for any countable subset {QΛ}
and any set of homomorphisms f{ as above, {/t} is always locally (semi-)Γnilpotent, then we call {5^}^ a locally (right) semi-T-nilpotent set of submodules.
The following lemma is obtained by [12].
Lemma 1. Let P beprojectίve. Then J(SP)= {f^SP\

f{P) is small in P}.

Lemma 2 ([4], Proposition 1). Let P be R-projective and S an R-submodule
of P. If HomR(Pf S) ^J(Sp), S is small in Py where SP=EndR(P).
Proof.
diagram:

We assume P=S-\-T for some submodule T. Then we have a

s
\h

»/

P/T
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Since P is projective, we have h: P^>S such that vh=fv\
Hence, S=h(P)-\Sf] T and so P=h(P)+T.
On the other hand, h(P) is small in P from the
assumption and Lemma 1. Therefore, P=T.
The following proposition implies l)-*2)->3) in Theorem 1.
Proposition 1. Let {Mcύ}1 be a set of finitely generated R-modules and S a
small submodule of M=^2φMa.
Then {S(Λ=pcΰ(S)} 7 is a right semi-T-nilpotent
set of submodules, where pΛ\ M-+Ma is the projection.
Proof. We may assume / is a well ordered, infinite set. Let {»SΛ|.}Γ be
any subset of {Sa) I and {/,-: MΛi-+SΛi+ι}ΐ
a given set. Let {m%\ mf, -,mna«}
be a generator of Ma. Then for m$ there exists s\k) in S such that

where

S(β(i>k)j)(β(i>k)}j)

Hence, we may assume
i)
1 Special case.

for all k=l9 2, ..-,«

First, we assume that {β(i,j)}7=i y=Ί={l, 2, •••, w, •••} in (**)

and α 1 < α 2 < m 1 < « 3 < w 2 < α 4 < .
M β ,ΘM β , + 1 and M ' = Σ
^«i

w e

(**).

We put Λf£.- {mΛ.+/i(wΛ.) |m Λ .GM Λ .} c

MΛ+f]M;.+5.

We shall show M = M 7 .

For

have

Hence, m^ = s^k) (modM 7 ) and ^ ^ G ^ . Therefore, (M
M')\M'. 'Since 5 ^ is small in M^, ( 5 ^ + M O / M ' is smallin (Maχ+M')\M'.
Accordingly, Mai<Ξ=M'. Repeating those arguments we have M=M\
Since
S is small in M, M=

ΣθΛ^θΣM^..
{}

Hence, there exists n such that

Γ / i K ^ O for m Λ i e M Λ i (see [1], Lemma 9).
2 General case. Since β(i,jys
in (**) are countable, we may assume
{oί> β(i>j)} = {l=oίi> 2, •••, Λ } after rearranging the order of indices. We
shall denote the new index of α t by cr(αf), namely <r(α 1 )=l. Then
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Since {/} is infinite, there exists ίz> i2 such that n(ai3, k') > σ(α,3 )>
Max(τz(αl2, k)). Repeating those arguments, we obtain σ(αi) = 1 < cr(αI2) <
* ' ) ) O ( a i 4 ) < ' " ' a n d 1=ίi<ί 2 <*3< ••

Max«α I 2 , k))<σ(ai3)<Max(n(ahy
gj-i—fij-i"'fij.1:

Maij_1-+SaiJ,

{gi=fi)

P u t

and consider a countable subset

{Λ(α,,)}3Γ_i. Since ^ ( M α . J c : / ^ ^
0*5).

Hence, {Sαto-p} and {^y-J

Accordingly, O=gngn-1

satisfy the conditions of Special case 1.

-g1(mΛl)=fin+1-1

--f1(mΛJ for some n.

From a special type of the above proof, we have
Corollary 1. Let {NJI be a set of R-modules and {Tω\ c J V J , a set of
submodules. If^®TΛ
is a small submodule of Σ0iV Λ , then {Ta}j is a locally
right ssmi-T-nilpotent set of submodules.
Proposition 2. Let {Nω} r be a set of R-modules and {Ta \ c JVα} r. We put
N=Σ®NΛ,
T=Έ®TΛ
and SN = End^(iV). Then J(SN)2 Hom^(iV, T) if
and only if {ΓJ 7 is a locally right semi-T-nίlpotent set of submodules and
Ta)c:J(SNa).
a,
Proof. We assume J(SN)ΏHomx(N, T). Let {Naι} and {f,:
be given sets. We may assume α ; = j for all j . Then
0
/i

0

Na.-*TaiJ

\

0

7Ό
\ 0

, -./

is in J(SN) from the assumption. Hence, {f} is locally right T-nilpotent.
It is clear that J(SNΛ) = eΛJ(SN)eΛ^eΛHΌmR(N,
T y ^ H o m ^ Γrt), where
eΛ is the projection of N onto iVΛ. Conversely, we shall show that Cστ =
HomR(Nr, T^'s satisfy the conditions 1)^3) in [4], Lemma 5. 1) and 3) are
clear from the assumptions and 2) is clear. We note that in the proof of [4],
Lemma 5 we only used a fact that Cστ YίomR{Nz, Λ^ τ )cC σ ε . Hence, J(SN)Ώ.
HomR(N, T) from [4], Lemma 5.
The following corollary implies 3)->l) in Theorem 1 and is the converse
of Corollary 1 above in a restricted case.
Corollary 1 ([4], Theorem 3). Let {P} 7 be a set of R-projectίves and
{Sa\ cP r t } a set of R-submodules. Then Σ θ 5 Λ is small in Σ θ P if and only if
{Sa} j is a locally, right semi-T-nilpotent set of small submodules S# in Pa (see
Remark 2 below).
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Then for any set {Qβ}

s

an

such that Qβ « P Λ ( β ) {Pa}i Σ Φ ^ H ^ Ό J O ) ) i always small in Σ θ ζ ? β if d

κ

on

fy

if {Sa} ι is a locally right T-nilpotent set of submodules.
Proof. It is enough to show that Sa is small in Pa if {Sa} I is locally right
T-nilpotent. ^4 Λ =Hom i ? (P Λ , Sa) is a right ideal in SPa.
Let f^Aa,
then
/ ' = Σ / * e £ P β l f r o m the assumption.

Hence, (1—f)f=l

and so

n=o

AΛ<^J(SPcύ).

Therefore, *!?„, is small in PΛ from Lemma 2.
Corollary 3 ([4, 8, 9, 12, 13]). Let M=J]®uaR.

Then J(M) is small in

M if and only if J{R) is right T-nilpotent.
Corollary 4. Let M be an R-module. If {Am}m(ΞMo is a right semi-Tnilpotent set of right ideals in J(R), then X] rnAm is a small submodule in M.
Conversely, if M is projective and S is a small submodule in My then there exists
a semi-T-nilpotent set {Am}Mo of right ideals in J(R) such that 5 ^ 2 mAm) where
Mo is any set of generators of M (see Remark 3).
Proof.

Consider an epimorphism φ: P=^φumR-^M;

φ(um)=m.

MQ

Since

mA

m is small in M
m is small in P from Corollary 2, 9 ) ( Σ θ M « . ) = Σ
(see [4]). Conversely, we assume M is projective. M is a direct summand of
P and so φi=lM for monomorphism i. i(S) is also small in P and hence, there
exists a right semi-T-nilpotent set {Am}Mo of right ideals in J(R) such that
m
Theorem 1. Therefore, S=φi(S)^Σ
mAm.
ffl fro
M

Corollary 5. Let P be a projective R-module. Then the following statements
are equivalent.
1) {J(P)\ is itself a locally, right T-nilpotent set of submodules.
2) J(SP) is locally right T-nilpotent.
3) Any set of small submodules in P is a locally, right T-nilpotent set.
Proof. l)->2). HomR(P,J(P))^J(SP)
from the proof of Corollary 2.
Hence, Hom^P, J(P))=J(SP) is locally right T-nilpotent.
2) ~*3). Let {S{}T be a set of small submodules in P. Then Hom^P, 5 , ) c
J(Sp) from Lemma 1. Hence, {S{} is a locally, right-T-nilpotent set.
3)-^l). First, we shall show that the union of small submodules {S^}/ is also
small in P. Consider the natural epimorphism: Σ θ ^ - ^ ^ O , Pcύ=P. Then
Σθ*SΌ> is small in 2 ® P a from 3) and Corollary 1.
I

P.

I

Hence, U Sa is small in

It is easily seen that pR is small in P, where p^J(P).

I

Therefore, J(P) is
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small in P from the above.
The proof above shows that if J(P) is not small in P, then there exists a
locally, right non-Γ-nilpotent set of small submodules {S'} 7 .
Now, we shall give a general form of Theorem 1.
Theorem V. Let {Pa} r be a set of R-projectives. Let M=Σ®P*

and

s

a

submodule of M. Then the following statements are equivalent.
1) Sis small in M.
2) Letpa: M->Pa be the projection of M onto Pa and Sa=pa(S).
Then
{SM} j is a locally, right semi-T-nilpotent set of small submodules.
3) There exists a locally, right semi-T-nilpotent set {SΛ} 7 of small submodules
Sa in Pa such that S c
Proof. 2)—>3) —>1). It is is clear from Corollary 1 to Proposition 2.
l)->2). We shall prove it in a general form:
Lemma 3. In Proposition 1, we assume every Ma is a summand of a direct
sum QΛ of finitely generated R-modules MΛβ. Then the statement in Proposition 1
is valid.
Proof. Put Q«=Σϊ®Mωβ and M * = 2 ®Qa.

Then M is a summand of

M*. Let / be the injection of M into M*. Then i(S) is small in M* and
Σ Σ θ ^ ( i ( S ) ) D Σ θ ί ( S Λ ) and ί(S β )cΣθί-β(ί(S)).
Now, {p«{t(S))}itlΛ is
/

lot,

I

I<A

a locally semi-Γ-nilpotent set from Proposition 1. Let {MΛ.}Γ and / t : M Λ .->
Sa.+i}T be given sets. Then we can extend f{ t o / / : Qa.-*i(Sa.+1) by sending a
direct complement to zero. We shall denote// by a column-finite matrix (a^),
where fl^EHomΛ(MΛ.τ, pΰ6.+.(r(i(S)).
w Λ Λ eM Λ Λ .

Let m be in MΛχ and ί(w) = Σ wrtlβy,

Then f^^f/iiim^^^a^m^.),

where < β /=0 for

almost all k.

ΛΛ(«) =Λ//.'(ί(»)) = Σ Σ Σ β^X%(«Λ )
Since paβ(i(S)) is locally semi-T-nilpotent, we obtain w such that/n/Λ_χ *fi(m)
=0 from Konig Graph Theorem.
Let M be an i?-module. We can correspond (not necessarily unique) any
element in SM=EnάR(M) to a column-finite matrix {aσr) over i? by making use
of generators.
Theorem 2. Let P be R-projective. Then f ^J(SP) if and only if f corresponds to a matrix above such that Έ aστR} σ is a right semi-T-nilpotent set of right
ideals in J(R) (cf. [12]).
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It is clear from Corollary 4 to Proposition 2.
Theorem 2' Let {Pα}7 be a set of R-projective modules, P=Σ(BPΛ
SP=EndR(P).
Then
'

and

[Pσ, S2] '

— (J
{Sσ]

\

where matrices are column-summable, {Sx\^Pa}
runs through all locally, right
semi-T-niplotent sets of small submodules Sω in P Λ and \Pσ, ST]=HomR(P(T, Sτ).
Proof. It is clear / ( 5 P ) ^ ( [ P σ , Sτ]) from Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 to
Proposition 2. Let f€Ξj(SP) and / = (/στ), / σ τ e [P τ , P J . Then pσ(f(P)) =
ΣΛτ(Pτ) ( = 5 σ ) . Since/(P) is small in P, {5 σ } 7 is a right semi-T-nilpotent set
of submodules from Therom Γ.
Corollary 1.
AlyAly...\

{Aσ

ΛAσyAσ>

~I

where {Ap} r runs through all the right semi-T-nilpotent sets of right ideals in J(R)
and all permutations {A^σ)} of {Aσ}.
Corollary 2 ([10, 11, 12]). Let {aστ) be in (i?)7.
ments are equivalent.
1) («„)€=/((*),).
2) Έ a^R}σ is a right semi-T-nilpotent set.

Then the following state-

T

3) Any set {#στ} is a right semi-T-nilpotent set, where almost all σ's are
distinct.
Proof. 3)->2) We can prove it from Konig Graph Theorem. Other implications are clear from Corollary 1.
By Jf((R)r) we shall denote the set of matrices in (/(i?))7 almost all of whose
H

rows are zero. On the other hand, we denote a small submodule *Σ(BuΛ.J(R)
1

in M = 2 0 t t * # by J(au aiy •••, an)(M).
Corollary 3.

Then we have

The following statements are equivalent.

'
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2) Every small submodule in M is contained in some J(aly a2, •••> ccn)(M).
3) There are no non-trivial, infinite right semi-T-nilpotent sets of elements in
J(R) (cf. [6], Theorem 1).
Proof. l)->2). We assume 2) is not satisfied. Then there exists a small
submodule S in M which is not contained in any J(a{> CLΊ, •••, aί)(M).
Hence,
for a suitable sequence {#,, #,•=)=#,• for ίφj}> there exist elements ί, * in S such
that

We define / in SM by setting
f(Ui)

= s* and f(ua) = 0 for uaζ

{Ui}7.

Since / ( M ) c S , f^J((R)i)=Jf((R)i)
from
lemma 1. Therefore,
A> •"> βm){M), which is a contradiction. Other implications are clear.
If {TQ>}/ is locally, right T-nilpotent in Proposition 2,
J(SN)^HomR(N,
T) (see the proof of Corollary 2 to Proposition 2).
2. Let Z be the ring of integers and p prime. Put Na=Zpoo for all a in
Proposition 2. Then Έnάz{Zpoo)—Zp\ the ring of p-zάic completions and SN
is the ring of column-summable matrices (aστ) over Zp. Furthermore, J(SN)=
{KT)la^^pZp} from [1], Theorem 9 and Proposition 10. Let An= {a<=Zpoo|
^=0}.
Then {Ta} is a locally semi-T-nilpotent if and only if Tω=An{ΰύ) for
almost all a. On the other hand, Homz(Zpoo, An)=0.
Hence, Homz(iV, T)=0
if Ta=An(Λ) for all a and so J(SN) Φ U Hom z (N, T) (cf. Theorem 2'). FurtherREMARKS

1.

CO

CO

^

(75

more, let i 4 = Σ ® i , and M=^@Zpoo->Zpoo

the natural epimorphism.

Then

φ(A) = Zpoo and so ^4 is not small in M (cf. Corollary 1 to Proposition 2).
Hence, every small submodule in M is of a type Ain)= {mEΞM\mpn=Q} (use
the similar argument above and the proof of Proposition 1).
3. Let Q be the rationals. Then Q is an injective and flat Z-module. It
is clear that Z is a small submodule in Q.

Put ^ J ^ Σ θ Q , - : δ ί = £ ?

an

d

9>: A-+Q by setting 9>fe) = ( 1 /% ί ; ?i G (?ί S ί n c e Hom z (ζ), Z) = 0, {Z} is a
locally T-nilpotent set of small submodules. However, φ(Σι®Z)=Q
and so
2 θ ^ is not small in A (see Corollary 1 to Proposition 2). Furthermore,
/(Z)=0 and so Z is not of a form in Corollary 4 to Proposition 2.
4. If R is a right perfect ring, MJ(R)=J(M) is a unique maximal one
among small submodules in an i?-module M. Hence, every set of small submodules is a locally, right semi-T-nilpotent set and so almost results above
are trivially valid without any assumptions .'finitely generated and protective.
5. It is clear that
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Aσ, Aσ'
\

for a right semi-T-nilpotent set of right ideals Aσ if and only if A(T=J(R) for
all σ and J(R) is right T-nilpotent.
2

Perfect modules

We shall add here a characterization for a finitely generated projective
module to be perfect.
Theorem 3. Let Pbe a finitely generated projective module and M =
1

Then P is perfect if and only if SMIJ(SM) is a regular ring in the sense of Von
Neumann and every idempotent in SMjJ(SM) is lifted to SM (cf. [3], Theorem 1).
Proof. If P is perfect, the statements are obtained by [7]. Conversely,
Let SP=-ΈndR(P). Then SM=(SP)I.
Let e be an idempotent in
(J( P))IIΛ M)We may assume e is idempotent in (J^S^j from the assumtion. Since J(SP)=
Hom^P, J(P)) from Lemma 1, e(M)^J}®J(P)=Jl®PJ(R)=MJ(R).
Hence,
e(M)=e(M)J(R). Therefore, e=0. On the other hand, SM/J(SM) is regular
and so7(*S M )=(7(S P )) / . Accordingly, J(SP) is right Γ-nilpotent and SP/J(SP)
S

is semi-simple artinian from [4], Corollary to Lemma 2.

Thus, P = 2 ® A

S

an

d

ΈndR(Pi) is a local ring, which implies P is perfect from [2], Theorem 6.
Corollary 1. Let Rbe a semi-simple artinian ring if and only if J(R) contains
no non-trivial right semi-T-nilpotent sets and SMIJ(SM) is a regular ring, where
Proof. lfJ(R) contains no right semi-Γ-nilpotent sets, then J(SM)=Jf(SM).
For any elements (αστ), (i σ τ ) in SM, (a^) = (i σ τ ) (mod J(SM)) implies a^^b^ for
almost all σ. Let aE be in SM and a^R> where E is the identity matrix in SM.
Then there exists (bστ) in SM such that aE(bσΎ)aE = aE (mod/(S f M )). Hence,
there exists σ such that ab(r<τa=a from the above. Therefore, R is regular and
J(R)=0. Since (R)ι=(R)Il(J(R))I is regular, R is artinian from [4], Corollary
to Lemma 2.
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